Sanmina Corporation is a leading electronics contract manufacturer serving the fast-growing segments of the global Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS) market. Recognized as a technology leader, Sanmina provides end-to-end manufacturing solutions, delivering unsurpassed quality and support to OEMs primarily in the communications, defense and aerospace, industrial and medical instrumentation, multimedia, computer and server, and automotive technology sectors. Sanmina has facilities strategically located in key regions throughout the world.

Now we are looking for the following professionals for the operation in the Greater China:

**Test Engineer, Shenzhen EMS (Vacancies:2)**

**Responsibilities:**
1. Manage test development of Telecommunication, Optical, Medical, High End Computing and Industrial products including test transfer from customer site to plant.
2. Develop test processes/operations including Boundary scan, Flying Probe, In circuit test, functional test and Environmental Stress Screening test.
3. Support production in improving testing yield and trouble shooting failed units
4. Perform failure analysis of finished goods, PCBA and components
5. Drive for continuous improvements & quality excellence to meet defined targets

**Requirements:**
1. BSc / MSc in Electronic Engineering discipline
2. With 1-2 yrs working experience in optical communication, test engineering or electronic product design
3. Solid knowledge of digital / analog circuit, PC / wireless product
4. Presence of analytical mind and advanced quality techniques
5. Fluent in English, Cantonese and Mandarin
6. Energetic, willing to learn and pick up the challenges
7. *Fresh graduates will also be considered*
8. Station at Shenzhen, BaoAn, PRC required

We offer 5-day work, year-end double pay, insurance, MPF, meals and accommodation, and other attractive benefits to the right candidates. Interested parties, please send your resume with availability, present and expected salary, and our Reference No. to

Human Resources Department
Sanmina Corporation
5/F, Kader Industrial Building
22 Kai Cheung Road, Kowloon Bay
or email to HK.Jobs@Sanmina.Com

Welcome to visit our company web-site www.Sanmina.Com for more information. (Personal Data collected will be kept in the strictest confidence and used for our recruitment purpose only.)